
Winter Shopping List 



 
Bandolino white jeans 

 
Winter white jeans add a much needed contrast to many of the deep colors that 

normally abound in winter. These are a softened white so suit all palettes. 
 

Alternatives: Reformation jeans - Saw It First wide leg jeans - Talbots slim ankle jeans 
Plus size: KUT jeans - NYDJ white denim - Talbots girlfriend jeans 

Petite: Eileen Fisher tapered jeans - Talbots girlfriend jeans 
 

 
Medium deep M&S roma jeans 

 

https://amzn.to/2D52eJw
https://amzn.to/2D52eJw
https://rstyle.me/n/db76n7b52df
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https://rstyle.me/n/dbabnfb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbabnfb52df


Medium depth jeans are a softened version of dark indigo jeans. They offer a casual 
level of refinement to mix with your other capsule pieces and have a more lived in look. 

 
Alternatives: Chico's sequined denim jeans - Chico's denim jeans - Wit and Wisdom bell 

bottom jeans - Talbots split jeans 
Plus size: Chico's boyfriend ankle jeans - Universal Thread dark denim 

Petite: Talbots girlfriend cuffed jeans - Mayfair skinny jeans 
 
 

 
Party Pants  

 
 

Pants are a favourite for many, day or night. But they don't need to be black! These are 
a poinsettia pinky red, but you could substitute them for any non neutral color to add 

some fun and festivity to your winter capsule 
 

Alternatives: Chicos lace pants - Chicos flocked pants 
Plus size: Talbots luxe straight leg pants - Talbots high waist ankle pants 

Petite: Talbots slim ankle cords - Chicos sequined pants 
 

https://rstyle.me/n/db769yb52df
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https://rstyle.me/n/db773kb52df


 
Stella Carakasi dark statement skirt  

 
A deep color skirt works well as the support piece to the interesting textures and colored 

accessories this month. However, as we know, basics don't have to be too basic. 
Choose a distinctive fabric like leather, suede, lace, or one with an interesting design 

such as this asymmetric style. 
Alternatives: Halogen tulle midi skirt - Halogen paillette skirt - Talbots leather zipper skirt 

Plus size: Ava ruffle skirt - Target suede pencil skirt 
Petite: Talbots floral lace pencil skirt - Talbots draped velvet skirt 

 
 

 
Alice and Olivia metallic skirt  

https://rstyle.me/n/db773kb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db773kb52df
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If you are warm toned, you are likely to look good in coppers, or warm golds. Those with 

distinctly cool coloring, might chose a metallic that is silver based. If you have neutral 
coloring you can wear either. Metallics that tend to look good on most people are rose 
gold, as it is a mix of warm gold and a cooler pink; pewter which is mix of cool tin and 

warm copper; or even a cool gold, as it is neither particularly warm nor cool. 
 

Alternatives: Halogen sequin skirt - M&S floral sequin skirt - Parker citrine squirt 
Plus size: Halogen pencil skirt - Playworld long glitter skirt - Target midi skirt 

Petite: Chelsea sequin skirt - Vince Camuto stripe sequin skirt - Eliza J faux wrap skirt 

 
Eliza J party dress 

 
Choosing a party dress is a head and heart decision. You could go for maximum impact 
and a head turning style, or you could go for one that is more classic and can be made 

to look different with the use of accessories. The choice is yours. 
If you do go for classic, try and pick a feature that adds a little extra chic to the look like 
these ¾ fluted sleeves with the pink lining. If you already have a classic winter dress, 
then why not go for the showstopper? It will be more memorable and everyone will 

notice you have showed up at the party! 
 

Alternatives: Boden alba midi dress - Madewell ruffle sleeve dress - Talbots plaid 
sheath dress 

Plus size: Talbots floral dress - Talbots dotted dress - Talbots fit and flare dress 
Petite: Boden tweed flare dress - Talbots tweed pearl shift dress 
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Oasis long winter white cardigan 

 
This cardigan is perfect for a Hygge moment when you want to feel enveloped and cosy 

and enjoy some downtime. It has great proportions and interesting cabling too. 
Alternatives: Boden side slit cardigan - Chicos pearl cardigan - Chicos tonal cardigan 

Plus size: Tocatto ribbed cardigan - Prologue gray cardigan 
Petite: Talbots open front cardigan - Halogen cashmere cardigan 

 
Free people neutral jumper  

 
A slightly oversized cosy sweater adds style to casual outfits. It also grounds a mixed 

refinement outfit where you have a hero piece in your footwear or skirt/pants. 
 

Alternatives: Sanctuary cowl neck sweater - Boden daisy sweater - Toccato ribbed 
sweater - M&S roll neck jumper 
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Plus size: Universal Thread pull over sweater - Ava flare sleeve sweater - Chicos mixed 
stitch sweater 

Petite: French connection cowl neck sweater - Pure Collection cashmere sweater 

 
Boden colored coat 

 
Depending on you climate, you might choose a jacket over a coat. However, this is a 
statement piece that adds interest to neutrals because of the color, or supports your 

evening wear. You will look great day or night. 
 

Alternatives: Mural teddy coat - Marc New York pressed coat - Topshop front open coat 
- Mural double breasted plaid coat 

Plus size: Halogen trimmed coat - Leith single buttoned coat 
Petite: J.Crew wool topcoat -  Helene Berman long coat 
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Gibson asymmetrical off the shoulder top  
 

A versatile piece that will add interest to many outfits. Much loved by bloggers as it has 
an air of insouciance and chic about it. Available in neutrals as well as color. 

Alternatives: Something Navy waist detail sweater - M&S cowl neck sweater - Chicos 
fringed poncho - Gibson fleece off shoulder 

Plus size: City Chic juniper sweater - City Chic off shoulder top 
Petite: Halogen convertible neck sweater - Gibson convertible neck sweater 

 

 
Milumia sequin embellished top  

 
This statement top is perfect for showing you have a little sparkle in you at holiday time. 

It can be dressed up or down and will prove a versatile piece. 
Alternatives: NYDJ sequin top - Catherine embellished tee - Toccato split hem sweater - 

Cece sequins sweater tee - Milly velvet sequin tee 
Plus size: Talbots crew neck tee - Vince Camuto sequin shell top 

Petite: Asos disc sequin top - Talbots sparkle sweater 
 
 

https://rstyle.me/n/dbahvtb52df
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Coloured leopard top  

Animal print is not going out of style anytime soon, so this piece will become one of the 
classics in your closet that you can bring out each year. Go for grey, blue or mushroom 
tones if you have cooler coloring; or seek out the rich browns, coppers and caramels if 

you have warmer skin tones. 
 

Alternatives: M&S printed funnel top - I Saw It  leopard top -  Equipment leopard print 
blouse - Whistles wrap top 

Plus size: Michael Studio leopard print top - City Chic floral blouse 
Petite: Xhiliration floral top - Chicos leopard print tunic 

 
Vince Camuto dark Top  

 
A deeper tone top is one of the key pieces of a winter wardrobe. It offers contrast to 

lighter pieces, along with great mixing and matching options. However, like any other 

https://rstyle.me/n/db9uekb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9uekb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbkdfmb52df
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https://rstyle.me/n/db9u2ab52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbaiwab52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbaiwab52df


basic, it does not have to be so basic so why not choose one that has embellishment 
like the feathers here? Beading and jeweled necklines also add interest. 

 
Alternatives: Halogen feather hem top - Chicos velvet sequin top - Chicos feather 

pullover - Chicos printed line top 
Plus size: Chicos floral embroidered top - Chicos lace sleeve pullover 

Petite: Vince Camuto feather detail top - Talbots ponte v-neck top 
 

 
Naturalizer metallic heel shoes 

Metallic shoes have become a classic. Be that in trainers, sandals or heels, they always 
add interest to your outfit and effectively act like a neutral. As they are not near your 

face, you can choose any metallic that takes your fancy. These are a cool gold tone and 
work with either silver or gold. 

 
Alternatives: Sam Edelman hazel point heels - Talbots scalloped flats - Talbots metallic 

sandals - Target high block heel - Sam Edelman hazel point heels 
 
 

 
Marc Fisher animal print shoes  

 
We should always have fun with our feet and animal print shoes are a chic and timeless 
way to do this. You can choose heels, ankle boots or sandals. Leopard print is a classic, 

however Snake Print tends to look cooler and lighter, so you might be more drawn to 
that if you prefer grey tones. 
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Alternatives: Sam Edelman lulie pump - Vince Camuto slingback heel - Talbots block 
heel - Sylvie kitten heels - Valerie leopard booties - Mohana toe ballet 

 
 
 

 
Born long brown boots 

Long boots tend to be an investment piece but they pay back for years and the cost per 
wear becomes negligible in the end. A small heel works well with both skirts or pants, 

however you can go as high or as flat as your lifestyle and preferences draw you. 
Alternatives: Sara heeled leather boots - Avocet block heel boot - Bella Vita high knee 

boot - Naturalizer riding boot - Sam Edelman penny boot 
 

 
 

Thacker metallic handbag  
A metallic purse can take you from office to party, or just adds interest to you daywear 
looks. It doesn't need to match your metallic shoes, it just needs to work with them and 

you have the start of your metallic beauty bundle. 
Alternatives: Kate Spade glitter crossbody bag - Asos metallic bag - Estee and Lily 

mesh bag - New Day clutch bag 
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Katte brown day bag 
Running errands during the holiday period, shopping for gifts or delivering cards, means 

we need a bag that is big enough to fit our lifestyle. This rich chestnut one is medium 
depth and works with both lighter and darker colors. 

 
Alternatives: Staffino square bag - Brahmin hobo bag - Jessie leather crossbag - 

Treasure and Bond leather convertible bag 

 
 

Fishnet tights 
If you choose a grey pair, you will find they work with any color skirt or dress, shoes or 

long boots. They add interest and subtle texture to an outfit. 
Alternatives: We Love Color fishnet tights -  Zeza net tights - Asos fishnet tights 
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Opaque tights 
Like the fishnets, charcoal grey opaques add a softness to your legs when black feels 

too harsh. 
Alternatives: Talbots opaque tights - A New Day women's tights - M&S supersoft tights 

 
Colored leather gloves 

 
These gloves come in every colour imaginable so just choose a colour you love and that 

add joy to your outfit. 
Alternatives: Emporium Leather gloves - Lundorf flora gloves - Beau Gant handmade 

italian gloves - M&S leather gloves 
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Animal print scarf  

 
Another classic piece to add interest to your neutrals. Silk is a great choice for keeping 

you warm, whilst still being lightweight. 
Alternatives: Beauty Fine color block scarf - M&S animal print scarf - Chicos animal print 

scarf 
 

 
Light/medium neutral hat  

Winter winds blow and we want to remain warm, so do it in style and add a neutral hat. 
It is the perfect finishing piece for your winter outerwear. 

Alternatives: Rust fedora hat - Universal Thread panama hat - Treasure and Bond felt 
panama hat 
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Winter white furry scarf  

This is a hug in a scarf and the soft furry fabric not only keeps you warm, it adds a 
softening candlelight glow around your face. Available in many different shades and 

tones. 
Alternatives: Fashion 21 shawl wrap - Halogen fur stole - Asos faux fur scarf - New Day 

faux fur scarf 

 
Coloured scarf 

A colored scarf adds lift and personality to neutrals. Chose a color you love and that 
works with your gloves. They don't need to match, they just need to work together. 
Alternatives: Halogen cashmere scarf - M&S faux fur scarf - New Day plaid scarf 
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Metallic hoop earrings 

More round shapes to work with either necklace option, or statement enough to wear on 
their own. 

Alternatives: Chicos drop earrings - Talbots classic hoop earrings - Gorjana oval hoop 
earrings 

 
Metallic statement necklace  

 
The mixed metals in this necklace mens it will work with other mixed metal when you 
want a party look. For quieter days, it can also act as a neutral piece with your other 

neutrals and the round shapes contribute to a softer feeling. 
Alternatives: Nadri orbit necklace - Baublebar bold necklace - Talbots interlock hoop 

necklace 
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Charm bracelet  
Charm bracelet is a way of expressing who we are. The charms can hold special 

meaning regarding significant events or people in our lives, or you can just chose pieces 
that you find charming. 

Alternatives: Lady Color bracelets - Chicos mixed metallic bracelet - Talbots bangle 
  

 
coloured stone bracelet 

 
These bangles come as a pair so you can wear each separately, or both together. The 

add a subtle dash of color and personality to your outfit. 
Alternatives: Talbots purple bangle set - Talbots crystal double bangle - Nadri crossover 

bracelet 
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Triple layer necklace  

 
Again using the round theme, the shape represents calming and the full circle correlates 

to a time for reflection and thinking things through. The triple layering adds a modern 
touch to accessorising an outfit. 

 
Alternatives: Talbots double layer necklace - Serefina double stone pendant - Panacea 

triple strand necklace 

 
Animal print belt  

Choose an animal print belt to work with your shoes, or scarf. They don't need to match; 
they just need to work with your other accessories, so try and stick to the same tone of 

warm, cool or neutral. Snakeskin is another alternative. 
Alternatives: Asos heart buckle belt - Chicos leopard print belt - Chicos beaded 

turquiose belt 
 

https://rstyle.me/n/db9zt2b52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zt2b52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbub7zb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbub7zb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zq4b52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zq3b52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zqyb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zqyb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zqyb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zqyb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbkdstb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zwib52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zwgb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zzub52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zzub52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zzub52df


 
Coloured nail varnish  

Show off a pretty manicure with your favorite seaonal colour. This one is deep pink, but 
you could also try red, orange or a metallic for a change? 

Alternatives: Le Mini macaron - Sally Hansen instant dry nail - ILNP silver glitter varnish 

 

https://rstyle.me/n/db9zzub52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9zzub52df
https://rstyle.me/n/dbkds5b52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9z9kb52df
https://rstyle.me/n/db9z9mb52df
https://amzn.to/2TCFwhS

